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IF FAITH IS FROM GOD THEN ITS INFALLIBLE
"This is the confidence we have in approaching God: that if we ask anything according to his will, he hears us. And if we
know that he hears us - whatever we ask - we know that we have what we asked of him" 1 John 5:14,15.
This text speaks of knowing God is listening to you and knowing that he gives you what you ask. This implies that you
know by divine revelation that God exists and that when you get what you want from prayer it means that prayer worked
and was no coincidence.
The Bible says that faith is a supernatural gift from God. The word grace means supernatural gift.
Suppose you believe in Jesus Christ and have evidence for it and it is true that your faith is caused by grace. Suppose that
Jesus is inspiring you to believe the evidence. If you have made a mistake and believe something that contradicts the
message of Jesus Christ, though you think it is a part of it, then you think the evidence, which here is the divine testimony,
is telling you that it is true. It is impossible to believe that Jesus would help you to believe error by opening your mind to
false evidence. He would be telling you that the lie is true. Your reason will tell you that he is wrong and cannot be trusted.
You will find out.
What use are miracles as credentials for the true religion if faith, God’s magic gift, is so often wrong and misleads?
Religion says that faith is a gift from God meaning that miracles do not get you to have faith unless God works within you
to give you the gift of faith.

It would be a sign that you believe not because of grace but because of something else.
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If you believe one error then you believe in a God who is not really good. You believe that without knowing it. God is
goodness so it follows that a mistake means that you don’t believe in God but in a mockery of God.

If the solution offered is that error arises from false faith and the rest from true faith, the whole faith package is spoiled for
the error is taken for a part of the true faith. All believe they may have erred in the evidence so nobody can trust their Jesus.
Religious beliefs are really a belief, a single belief. For example, to believe that the Virgin never sinned and that priests
pardon sins is to say that the Roman Church is inspired by God. Everything is able to imply everything else directly or
indirectly. The individual doctrines are just part of the one belief and that belief is that the Church speaks for God and is
authorised by him and doesn’t err.
If you believed by the grace of God you would be infallible.

It follows then that only infallible Christians, that would mean at most one in every hundred million, can be saved
according to the Bible for only they have opened themselves up to the saving faith that is necessary according to the Bible.
The Churches then are largely scams for money and power.

Religion advocates irrational faith and encourage people to lie to themselves that its rational. Religious faith is all based on
self-deception. And the real purpose of self-deception is to deceive others by being a convincing liar. The secret fruit of
faith will be a kind of intellectual snobbery. "O God has made me so clever by giving me this infallible faith!"
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